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A NOTE ON TONAL CONJUNCTION IN EFIK*
;
Chin-W. Kim
There has been some discussion in the recent past on the question
of representation of tones. This question was two-pronged. On one hand,
there was a question of how to represent tones in distinctive feature
notations (cf. Maddieson 1971, Wang 1967, Woo 1969), and on the other,
the question of where and how to map tones, a suprasegmental feature,
onto segmental matrices (cf. Fromkin 1972, Leben 1971). This short paper
is concerned with the latter question. By exami.ning a small amount of
tonal data from Efik, a Benue-Congo language spoken in the Calabar district
of Nigeria, I will try to argue that rules of tone mapping (tone distri-
bution) would be simpler if one abandons insistence that throughout the
tonal derivation, each and every tone must be associated with a syllable
or its nucleus vowel. Rather, I will try to show that, at least with
respect to the Efik data at hand, tone distribution is simpler and perhaps
more natural if tone sequences are permitted during derivation independently
of segments of syllables. Tone mapping would be made only at the end of
derivation by what I take to be a universal set of conventions for tone
distribution.
In the following table (l), the left column lists Efik words represent-
ing all the possible tonal patterns in two-syllable Efik noxms in isolation
or in utterance -initial position. The middle column shows the tonal change
that occurs when these nouns follow an adjective ending in a high tone ,
represented by akamba 'large', and the right column shows the change in
the tones of nouns following an adjective ending in a low tone, represented,
here by the word ekpiri 'small'.
'•' /akamba 'large' /ekpiri 'small'
(a) gbot 'goat'C""] -*• C "_ ] * [__]
(b) £kwa 'knife' [""^] -* [ "_ ] ^ [ __ ]
(c) ufok 'house' [~_] * t".^..-: ^ '* ^ ^
(d) usan 'dish' [ ] -* [~ ] -»- [ ]
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(e) tkpao 'spoon' [/] -> ['-] ^ [_-]
(f) hrSi 'cat' [J] ^ ['<,] ^ [_>|]




! in (g) is a downstep tone signalling that the following hi^ tone must
step down to a slightly lower level in pitch than the preceding high.
In trying to generate the derived tone shapes of the novins from
those of the isolated forms exemplified in (l), I will first give a
possible stslution within the framework of segmental tonology, and then
will present an alternative analysis in which tones are regarded as supra-
segmental exponents during the derivation.
If one temporarily labels "* as a falling tone, the first six nouns
in (l) represent the following tonal patterns: (a) High-High, (b) High-
Fall, (c) High-Low, (d) Low-Low, (e) Low-High, (f) Low-Fall. The tone
in (g) cannot be expressed with a sequence of tvo terms from High, Low, or
Fall. All possible two-term combinations beginning with either High or
Low of these three have been exhausted by the tone patterns from (a) to
(f), and the tone (g) cannot be equated with any of the above. One can
note however that a tone pattern beginning with a Fall is singularly
missing from the above list. Suppose now that the initial High tone and
the following downstep I in (g) is collectively rewritten as a Fall, i.e.,
i
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nwen = tnwen , With this temporary rewriting of the tone pattern in
nouns of the type (g), one can note the following two generalizations in
the tonal change in (l):
(2) Regardless of the type of tone, the initial syllable of the
noUn takes the tone of the last syllable of the preceding adjective;
(3) When the initial syllable of the noun has a High tone, the tone of
the second syllable changes to Low regardless 'of its original tone (a - c).
These two steps will derive correctly the forms in (a) to (d), but
will be \mable to derive those in (e) to (g), as the following derivations
in the environment of a high-tone ending adjective show: '
(U) via (2) (3)
( e ) ikpaQ -» fkpaoo * fkparj " [ ~ ]
( f ) awa -* awa * awa '"' [ ~ ]
(g) inwen -> inwen -»• Inwen " [ ]
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Since rule (2) directly "feeds" rule (3) turning every noun into HL
[ ], one may reverse the relative ordering and try (3) - (2):
(5) (3) (2) correct form
(e) ikpao NA -»- fkpaQ '*'['"] [ "-
]
(f) ava NA * awa * [ ~M [ "-^ J
(g) Tnwen NA -* Inwen *[ ] [ -]
(3) is not applicable, and (2) assigns a High tone on the first syllable
after another High. As is seen, neither ordering generates the correct
tones for (e) - (g). When one compares the correct forms with the
incorrect forms generated in (5), it becomes apparent that the downstep
tone in the second syllable is the difference between the two sets, i.e.,
the second tone in the correct forms is down-stepped, while it is not in
the incorrect forms. Since we know that, diachronically and synchronic ally,
the downstep tone results from a preceding low tone, and since a low tone
in fact exists in the first syllable in the isolated forms of nouns of
the type (e) - (g), we may want to somehow preserve this low tone (which
would later trigger the downstepping of the following high tone) when the
first syllable copies the last tone of the preceding adjective. This can
be done by assigning on the first syllable of nouns a sequence of HL
(= Fall), where H is the last tone of the preceding adjective and L the
original tone of the first syllable of a disyllabic no\in. Thus:
(6) V - HL / hJa
This rule applies vacuously to nouns of the form fnwen since it already
has a sequence of HL in the first syllable. The initial H of HL assigned
by rule (6) is a tone copied from the preceding H, and therefore, one
should assign lL if the preceding tone is L (and if the original tone of
the novin is also L). We rewrite rule (6) to reflect this:
(7) V -» ^HL /=<h]a ' ^^^^^^ "" = ^^
This rule (7) can now replace rule (2). The sr;5>erfluous L that
r\ale (7) assigns even when the second tone of novin is L can be taken care
of by deleting it after the L downsteps the following H. It shoiiLd be
noted that this L tone deletion is not an extra ("patch- up") rule that is
motivated solely to delete a totally unnecessary L that has been assigned
by rule (7). This is so, because this L that downsteps the following H
will have to be deleted in any case, and therefore the deletion of L
before another L and the deletion of L after having triggered, a downstep
in the following H can be coalesced into one single rule of low tone
deletion. We now have the following sequence of rules:
(8) i) V ^ -H / H In |np = (3)
ii) V -><J(H-.H / c<h]^ .]NP = (7)
iii) Downstep: H -* .'H / -H
iv) L-deletion: -H •* / 'H
In (9) is given a step-by-step derivation of the seven tone types
of disyllabic nouns after both adjective ending in a high tone and an
adjective ending in a low tone according to the order of rules as given
in (8).
(9A) /H via (8 i ii iv)
a.
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In the following, I will propose an alternative way to derive the
surface tones of Efik novms , and will claim that not only is iry proposal
more natural but also it is in fact a correct one when one brings in an
additional amount of data, in particular, polysyllabic nouns and longer
noun phrases.
As was mentioned at the beginning of this paper, ny proposal crucially
depends on the assumption that in the intermediate stages of tonal derivation,
tones should be disassociated from segments or syllables. I will make a
claim that the final tone sequences can be obtained by mapping tones onto
the syllables at the end of the derivations according to a set of conventions
of tone distribution.
Eight steps or rules that are needed for vny derivation are as follows:
do) i) Assignment of L at the end of elLI H tone nouns.
ii) Tone spreading: the final tone of adjective spreads to the
right.
iii) Downstep: H -> h / L (where h is a downstepped H)
iv) L-deletion: L ^ / h
v) Tone convention: hL ^ f / X (where f is a downstepped
Fall and X is not a word boundary)
vi) H-adJustment: H -^ h / h (i.e., an H following an h
becomes an h)
vii) Tone contraction: A sequence of the same tones are contracted
to one
.
viii) h-adjustment: h -* L / if (i.e., initial h becomes L,
presucably because h cannot begin a word. I cannot explain
however why h cannot become H here instead.
)
The following is a step-by-step derivations of the tone patterns in
(l) according to the steps given in (lO).
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(llA) After an adjective ending in H:
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down-stepping, a contraction of hL to a fall, adjvisting the pitch level
of H to the preceding h, rewriting a sequence of the seone tones as a
single formula, etc. are merely automatic adjustments or conventions, and
should not be regarded as language-specific rules.
As had already been mentioned, I am adopting here a principle of
derivation that permits a generation of tone sequences independently' of
segments or syllables during derivations. Not only will this avoid awkward
intermediate forms as in (9B) where two low tones are assigned to a single
vowel (only to delete one later), but also it can distribute tones to
polysyllabic forms by a generalized formula without having to resort to a
separate set of rules different from the one for disyllabic nouns. McCawley
(1970) observed that tones in conjugations of tenses in Tiv verbs can be
simplified and generalized precisely in this way. He co\jld write concise
formulae for most tone patterns of thetwelve tense aspects in Tiv irrespective
of the. number of syllables in verb stems. For a schematic exangDle, a
formula H L, where H is amy number of high tones, will assign HL (fall) to
a monosyllabic verb, HL to a disyllabic verb, HHL to a trisyllabic verb,
etc. In a different vein, Williams (cited in Maxwell 1972) argues for a
lexical representation of tone in Margi , citing examples like JU_ (a verbal
stem) + -ani (a toneless suffix) -* fyani ; tla + wa -> tlwa. Unless the
lexical tone LH is disassociated from syllables and is mapped to the suffixed
fotm after some segmental rules, e.g., devocalization of i. to jr^, w
deletion, vowel contraction, etc., have applied, it is at best cumbersome
to write rules of tone shift in such cases as these if tones are to be
segmented properties at all times. Stahlke (in perscJhtil communication)
also favors lexical approach to tonal analysis in languages like Haiosa,
Igbo, and Mende. He points out that in these languages polysyllabic
words do not display all mathematically possible tone combinations, and
that labelling a lexical item as a L tone word, an H tone word, or an HL
word, without any specific segmental requirements, appears to capture the
relation between tone and segments in a simpler way. For example, in Hausa,
the plural of kafa (HH, 'leg') is kafafu (HLH), where a best description
seems to be to say that HH nouns have a plural tone pattern HLH, dispensing
with the need to explain the tonal change in the second syllable fa. (For
a detailed discussion of this example, see Maxwell 1972.) In Mende, a
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trisyllabic word felema 'jvinction' has a tone seq.uence IIML, although there
is no phonemic mid tone in Mende. Again this can be best ejcplained by-
labelling the word as a falling tone word. Such a lexical tone would
manifest as a single falling tone in a monosyllabic word, as a sequence
of HL in a disyllabic word, and as a sequence of HML in a trisyllabic
word.
What I am arguing here is that tonal conjunction in Efik noun phrase
constructions can best be described suprasegmentally . As is often the case
in such cledms, validity of the description can be tested on new data.
I will examine two cases, one involving a polysyllabic noun, and the other,
a larger complex noun phrase.
For a polysyllabic noun, ndise 'a picture' will serve as a representa-
tive example. This all high tone trisyllabic noun has the following surface
tones when combined with an ddjective:
(12) akamba ndise (... HLL) *a large picture'
ekpira ndise (... LLL) 'a small picture'
If we follow the steps given in (8), we will get either (13A) or (13B)
(13A)
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Application of the steps given in (10 ), however, will derive the
correct surface tones. Derivation is exactly the same as given in (llAa)
and (llBa). ndise being a trisyllabic noun, there is of course one inore
H throughout the derivation, but tone contraction (lOviii) will reduce the
tone sequence to give the sams final oxitput. If we formulate that high
tone nouns regardless of its nxunber of syllables will have the tone shape
HL following a high tone, and L following a low tone (where L is to be
read 'one or more'), then a disyllabic high tone noun will have the tone
shape HL, and a trisyllabic high tone noun, HLL, after a high tone. Both
nouns will bear low tones throughout after a low tone. This formiila
corolarily predicts that a monosyllabic high tone noun will have HL
(= fall) and a quadri-syllabic high tone noun, HLLL, etc., following an
adjective ending in a high tone. If this prediction turns out to be
correct, then a correct generalization will have been captured, but this
generalization will not be possible unless one disassociates tones from
segments sind syllables during derivations. I have shown here that the
prediction is true to the extent of bi- and trisyllabic nouns.
(ll|) akamba ebot 6w6 oro 'that man's big goat'
'big' 'goat' 'man' 'that'
Isolated: /LHH HH HH HL/
Surface: [LHR HL LL LL]
In order to derive the surface tones from the isolated tones, I will
assume the following:
i) The constituent structure of the string (1^+) is:
NP
NP
ii) Tonal sandhi in A+ N type noun-phrase construction silso operates
in NPs of N + Det type as well as [NP + NPJj^.
iii) Tone rules operate in cycles in such a way as was described in
Chomsky and Halle (1968), i.e., outward from the innermost
constituent erasing brackets at the end of each cycle.
With these assumptions, the derivations are as follows:
(l6) akamba ebot 6w6 oro
LHHHH HHHL
LHH H L H H H L 1st cycle
LHH H L L L L L 2nd cycle
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That is, in the first cycle, a high-tone noun ebot becomes HL, following
an adjective ending in a high tone, according to the formula HI. . The
second noun phrase oyo oro remgiins unchanged. In the second cycle, since
the first constituent now ends in a low tone, the second constituent owo
oro follows the formiila L« , and all H's are converted to L's, generating
the correct final tone shape. The surface tone CLLLLD for owo oro
(originally HHHL) would be inexplicable and underivable unless one adopts
the principle of a transformational cycle and the principle of supraseg-
mental tone derivation, far if one applies rules in (8) to the string
(lit), one will obtain for owo oro incorrect surface tones of either
*CHhhL: or '^CLhhLD instead of the correct CLLLLD.
I have argxied in this paper for a suprasegmental representation
of tone in Efik, in particylar, in noun-phrase constructipns . Such a
representation is of course assvuned to be required only during an early
stage of phonological derivations. Since tones have to be phonated in
actual pitch eventually using segments as vehicles, and since certain tonal
phenomena are solely determined by segmental properties'''", there is no
question that tones will have to be mapped onto segments at some point in
derivation. This raises some unresolved qiisstions . For instance, is there
a natural point in the course of derivation at which suprasegmental tones
become segmental? What is the exact nature of this tone mapping? Is it
arbitrary and language-specific or is it universally specifiable? Is it
necessary for all tone languages to have suprasegirental tone representation?
That is, are there tone languages in which the mapping of suprasegmental tone
onto segmental matrices occurs at the beginning of the phonological deri-
vations, thus mailing the whole exercise pointless? •.
NOTES •
*An earlier version of this paper was given at the i+th Annual Conference
in African Linguistics, April 1973, Queen's College, New York.
**In Nt5)e, for example, a voiceless consonant intervening between two
vowels preserves level tones on these vowels, while a voiced consonant gives
rise to a rising tone on the second, thus: etu [ ] 'parasite' vs. edu
[ „] 'taxes' (cited in Fromkin 1972:63 as from George 1970), presumably
because a voiced consonant does not interrupt a continuous phonation of pitch.
In general, the pitch tends to rise in the environment of a voiceless
consonant, while it tends to be lowered in the voiced environment.
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